
ETA Diorama Step by Step 

GENERAL GUIDELINE / GENERAL GUIDELINE 

 
1. Pay extra attention when cutting and this must be done with a chisel on cardboard or a 
special Cutting Mat. The blades that you use must be new because plastic surfaces are difficult to cut .Plastic surfaces 

must be carefully carved 2 or 3 times with the blade . 

 
2. To cut you will need a new ruler of transparent plastic, so that you can see what you are 
cutting. Do not use scissors. 
 
3. Your hands must always be clean. 
 
4. Choose subjects carefully. The unique quality of subjects that we offer have increadible 
results.But pay extra attention to subjects and dates so that there are no inconsistencies. 
 
5. Use your imagination and at the same line get some ideas from the models on sale. 
 
6. Every books and magazines can be made new with a plastic coating or can be carefully 
wrinkled.The coating can be raised with the help of a blade.Its back will have to be painted in a 
dark shiny colour. You will need magnifying lens in order to see details that will help you to use 
the ETA assessories as regarde to dates, seasons,political faces, actors e.t.c. 
 
7. In order to stick larger surfaces such as carpets use 3M spray glue or any other that does not 
damage paper.Blue and acrylic glues do not cause problems but they must be used in 
moderation. The use of a wood glue might help you. Avoid using leather adhesivebecause it 
damages plastic surfaces. 
 
8. Paper is easily worked and can be very effective. ETA products are printed on the best paper 
quality. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
TOOLS  WITH  NUMBERS 

 
 
1. Scissors for Decals and Paper (Tamiya 74031) 
These Tamiya Decal Scissors are made of high-quality carbon steel and are perfect for two 
major applications. The first application is for cutting out your paper decals from a plastic model 
kit. The sharp carbon steel and fine point makes it easy for trimming the most intricate of decal 
designs. 
Note: The sharpness of the scissors will last long if used for paper decals only. Do not use vinyl 
stickers like the ones found in an R/C car kit. 
The second application is for trimming R/C racing rubber tires. R/C racing rubber tires are 
generally soft and flash from the moulding process needs to be trimmed away. Using Tamiya's 
carbon steel decal scissors makes this task easy and quick for both on-road and off-road rubber 
tires. These scissors may also be used for modifying rubber tires to suit the needs of the racer. 
Oftentimes a racer may need to build a tire for a unique track condition. To do this the racer 
generally needs to precisely cut the tire that they are modifying and the Tamiya carbon steel 
decal scissors makes this task easy. 



 
 
2. Design Knife (Tamiya 74020) 
This is a high quality art knife, ideal for detailed craft work. The narrow, angled blade is 

extremely sharp, making it easy to trim small decals, masking tape, etc. ★Includes 30 spare 
blades and a protective cap. 
 
 
3. Metal Scale Ruler (Tamiya 74026) 
This is a precision machined, 150mmstainless steel ruler for accurate scale modeling and craft 
use. One side of the rule has a standard 0 - 150mmscale, while the reverse is ruled for 1/35 and 
1/48 scale model measurements. 

 
 
 



4. Scissors for Photo Etched Parts (Tamiya 74068) 
Small size (1cm) blades last longer than a modeling knife, perfect for cutting out small parts. 
Easy-to-use shape suited to precision photo-etched part work (cannot cut thicker surfaces). 
Includes a special cap to preserve blades. 

 
5. Bending Pliers (Tamiya 74067) 
Tamiya original design features long-nose grippers with no teeth that bend and shape 
photoetched parts cleanly and precisely, without leaving marks. 
Special coating on handle for excellent grip. 
 
6. Precision Grinding Pen 0.5mm (Galaxy Tools TOSEO2) 
These innovative polishing and grinding pens make sanding and shaping sharp details far easier. 
They operate much like propelling pencils, with a stick of abrasive instead of lead. Available in a 
variety of sizes and grit levels, they'll make fine sanding a breeze. 
Refill abrasives are available 


